
 

 

 

October 21, 2020 

RE: Another False Advertisement Sponsored by Uniting Missouri PAC 

Dear Station Manager:  

We write on behalf of Nicole Galloway for Missouri regarding another false advertisement 
sponsored by Uniting Missouri PAC that is running on your station.1 Just last month, stations 
pulled a different Uniting Missouri PAC advertisement off the air because it was demonstrably 
false.2  

In its latest ad, Uniting Missouri PAC claims that Auditor Galloway is “under investigation by… 
the Board of Accountancy…for using tax dollars for political purposes.” This claim, like the 
one that caused the PAC’s last ad to be removed from the airwaves, is false. According to 
the Board of Accountancy’s (the “Board”) own attorney, the Board does not even have the 
legal authority to investigate government officials for this purpose. Therefore, the Board 
would be in violation of the law if it was doing what Uniting Missouri PAC claims. Your 
station must cease airing this advertisement immediately.  

The Board was created by the legislature and is regulated by state law.3 The scope of the Board’s 
authority is limited and quite clear: the Board is only permitted to take disciplinary action against 
certified public accountants for certain causes, like “[o]btaining or attempting to obtain any 
fee…or other compensation by fraud” or for “[f]ailure to display a valid certificate, license, or 
permit.”4 Unlike say, an Inspector General, the Board does not have authority to investigate the 
purposes for which government officials spend taxpayer funds.  

In fact, the Board’s own attorney confirmed in writing that the Board “does not have the 
jurisdiction to enforce any remedy set forth in Chapter 29, RSMo” which is the statute that 
governs the State Auditor and her use of tax dollars.5 Instead, the Board’s attorney 
confirmed the “Board’s authority is limited to the express powers in Chapter 326, RSMo.”6 
There is nothing in Chapter 326 RSMo that gives the Board authority to investigate Auditor 
Galloway for using tax dollars for a political purpose. If the Board was doing what the ad 
claimed, the Board would be acting in violation of Missouri law. Therefore, there is no basis for 

                                                 
1 The advertisement is available here: https://twitter.com/UnitingMissouri/status/1318537453465198594?s=20. 
2 TV Stations Pull Erroneous Ads Criticizing Galloway, Associated Press (Sep. 25, 2020), 
https://metrostl.com/2020/09/25/tv-stations-pull-erroneous-ads-criticizing-galloway/  
3 Board of Accountancy Home, https://pr.mo.gov/accountancy.asp; Mo. Rev. Stat. § 326.259 (creating the Board).  
4 Mo. Rev. Stat. § 326.310.2(4), (12). 
5 Exhibit A, Letter from Board Attorney (Sep. 16, 2020); see also Mo. Rev. Stat. §§ 29.005 - 29.410.  
6 Exhibit A, Letter from Board Attorney (Sep. 16, 2020).  
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that claim in the advertisement. Instead, Auditor Galloway’s official duties and use of taxpayer 
dollars are governed by Chapter 29, which the Board’s own lawyer confirmed it cannot regulate, 
enforce or investigate.  

Unlike candidates, independent organizations like Uniting Missouri PAC do not have a “right to 
command the use of broadcast facilities.”7 Because you need not air this advertisement, your 
station bears responsibility for its content when you do grant access.8 Moreover, you have a duty 
“to protect the public from false, misleading or deceptive advertising.”9  Failure to prevent the 
airing of “false and misleading advertising” may be “probative of an underlying abdication of 
licensee responsibility” that can be cause for the loss of a station’s license.10   

Uniting Missouri PAC will continue to sponsor false advertisements about Auditor Galloway as 
we get closer to the election. They cannot continue to flood the airwaves and Missouri voters 
with blatantly false claims. Just like their previous advertisement, this ad is false and should be 
removed from your station immediately. Given Uniting Missouri PAC’s complete disregard for 
the truth and pattern of dishonesty, we expect a prompt response.  

Thank you for your attention to this matter, and please contact us immediately at 813-787-5384 
to confirm that this ad is no longer appearing on your station.  

Very truly yours, 

 

 
Jonathan S. Berkon 
Courtney T. Weisman 
Counsel to Nicole Galloway for Missouri 

                                                 
7 See CBS v. DNC, 412 U.S. 94, 113 (1973).   
8 See Felix v. Westinghouse Radio Stations, 186 F.2d 1, 6 (3rd Cir.), cert. denied, 314 U.S. 909 (1950). 
9 Licensee Responsibility With Respect to the Broadcast of False, Misleading or Deceptive Advertising, 74 F.C.C.2d 
623 (1961). 
10 Cosmopolitan Broad. Corp. v. FCC, 581 F.2d 917, 927 (D.C. Cir. 1978).   
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